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a systematic review and meta-analysis based on randomized
controlled trials
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ABSTR AC T

Objectives To compare the insufflation of CO 2 and ambient air in enteroscopy.

Search sources The investigators researched the electronic databases MedLine, Cochrane Library, Central, LILACS,
BVS, Scopus and Cinahl. The grey search was conducted in
the base of theses of the University of São Paulo, books of
digestive endoscopy and references of selected articles
and in previous systematic revisions.

Introduction
The diagnosis of small intestine diseases has been a challenge
for a long time [1]. However, with the development of new diagnostic tools, the evaluation and treatment of these condi-

Study eligibility criteria The evaluation of eligibility was
performed independently, in a non-blind manner, by two
reviewers, firstly by title and abstract, followed by complete
text. Disagreements between the reviewers were resolved
by consensus.
Data collection and analysis method Through the
spreadsheet of data extraction, where one author extracted
the data and a second author checked the extraction. Disagreements were resolved by debate between the two reviewers. The quality analysis of the studies was performed
using the Jadad score. The software RevMan 5 version 5.3
was used for the meta-analysis.
Results Four randomized clinical trials were identified, totaling 473 patients submitted to enteroscopy and comparing insufflation of CO 2 and ambient air. There was no statistical difference in the intubation depth between the two
groups. When CO 2 insufflation was reduced, there was a
significant difference in pain levels 1 hour after the procedure (95 % IC, –2.49 [–4.72, –0.26], P: 0.03, I2: 20%) and 3
hours after the procedure (95% IC, –3.05 [–5.92, –0.18], P:
0.04, I2: 0 %). There was a usage of lower propofol dosage in
the CO2 insufflation group, with significant difference (95 %
IC, –67.68 [–115.53, –19.84], P: 0.006, I 2: 0 %). There was
no significant difference between the groups in relation to
the use of pethidine and to the oxygen saturation.
Limitations Restricted number of randomized clinical
trials and nonuniformity of data were limitations to the analysis of the outcomes.
Conclusion The use of CO 2 as insufflation gas in enteroscopy reduces the pain levels 1 hour and 3 hours after the
procedure, in addition to the reduction of the sedation
(propofol) dosage used.

tions has become feasible [1, 2]. In this context, the carbon dioxide (CO 2) is the gas of choice for laparoscopic procedures because it is an inert gas, nonflammable, and highly diffusible. It
also has rapid absorption and elimination, with minimal cardiopulmonary and acid-base effects on the organism.
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In this sense, one can note the increasing use in endoscopic
procedures with diagnostic or therapeutic purposes in upper
endoscopy, colonoscopy, endoscopic retrograde cholagiopancreatography (ERCP), and enteroscopy [3, 4]. For enteroscopy
procedures, where the execution time is longer and the volume
of insufflated gas is high, the use of CO 2 is suggested based on
advantages as larger intubation depth, lower abdominal distension and pain, generating more comfort to the patient, and
lower dosage of sedatives when compared to the conventional
use of ambient air to the insufflation of the intestinal lumen.
Therefore, the small intestine can be adequately evaluated
by enteroscopy regardless of the used technique (single balloon or double balloon), using CO2 as the insufflation gas.
It is worth mentioning that many studies have already compared the use of ambient air and CO 2 in the various endoscopic
procedures, and recently 2 systematic reviews with meta-analysis [5, 6] have shown outcomes that have been analyzed in
subgroups and that were not previously analyzed. On this premise, this systematic revision is conducted to substantiate the
comparison of the use of CO 2 in relation to conventional air
using the information available in the literature from randomized clinical trials (RCTs) already performed.

Materials and methods
RCTs were selected that compare the insufflation of CO 2 in relation to ambient air in diagnostic enteroscopy. Only complete
articles were included. There was no restriction of language or
publication date. The systematic revision followed the recommendations of PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) [7].
The analysis considered the intubation depth as a primary
outcome followed by the secondary outcomes: pain after procedure, sedation dosage, and oxygen saturation.
The search sources researched in the electronic databases
were Medline, Cochrane Library, LILACS, BVS, Scopus, and Cinahl. The gray search was performed in the base of theses of
the University of São Paulo, chapters of digestive endoscopy
books, references of selected articles, and previous systematic
revisions.
The search strategy used in Medline included the following
terms: “Carbon dioxide CO 2,” “insufflation,” “air,” “enteroscopy.” The same strategy was used for the other databases according to each search system.
Two authors (Aquino JC and Bernardo WM) conducted the
selection of the adequate RCTs initially based on the title and
abstract. The complete text was consulted before the inclusion
in case of doubts. If the doubt still persisted, a third author was
consulted to reach consensus.
The extraction of the data of the selected clinical trials was
conducted in an independent manner by 2 authors in spreadsheets, and consensus was reached for all data in case of divergence. Only published data were considered.
Regarding the data analysis, the authors selected the general intubation depth, anterograde intubation depth, retrograde
intubation depth, pain after 1 hour and 3 hours, sedative dosage, and peripheral oxygen saturation after the procedure.
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The statistical calculations were performed using the software
OpenEpi and RevMan version 5.3, and the statistical methods of
this study were reviewed before the submission by Bernardo
WM from Hospital das Clínicas of São Paulo University.
The bias risk of individual study was considered in the preparation of the present study. The randomization method was
not described in other study [8]. Other randomized studies [8,
9] do not describe how the allocation of patients was conducted. Considering the blinding, 1 study [8] does not clearly describe how the double-blinding was done. All the selected studies described clearly the losses or their absence, but 1 study [8]
did not use the analysis of the intention to treat of the data obtained.
The analysis measures of the obtained data were all continuous variables using means and standard deviation when available or from the confidence interval with Hook’s test [10, 11],
using the model of fixed effect and inverse variance. Only the
intention to treat was considered, and the 95 % confidence interval (CI) was calculated. A P-value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
To synthesize the results, analytical graphs were generated
using funnel plot and forest plot. The heterogeneity was calculated using the chi-square test and quantified by the method I2
of Higgins [12]. The sensitivity analysis was performed when
values above 50 % of heterogeneity were found.

Results
Selection of studies
The search found 288 articles in Medline and 98 articles in other
databases. At the end of the selection, 4 RCTs were included in
the systematic revision. The search flowchart is presented in
▶ Fig. 1.

Characteristics of studies
All 4 selected articles are RCTs, published between 2007 and
2014 and in English, although the search was not restricted to
language. Two studies were multicenter [8, 9].

Participants
Of the 473 patients submitted to diagnostic enteroscopy, 116
of them were submitted to double-balloon enteroscopy (DBE)
[8, 13] and 356 of them to single-balloon enteroscopy (SBE)
[9, 14]. All had similar following times for the analyzed outcomes, whereas only 1 RCT [14] did not present pain following
24 hours after enteroscopy.

Intervention
The intervention group was submitted to enteroscopy with insufflation of CO2, and the control group used ambient air as the
insufflation gas. The characteristics of the study are listed in
▶ Table 1.

Outcomes
The compared outcomes were general intubation depth [9, 13,
14], anterograde intubation depth [9, 14], retrograde intubation depth [9, 14], pain 1 hour after the procedure [8, 9, 14],
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Identification

Pubmed search
n = 288

Search in other databases
n = 98

Studies excluded n = 382
▪ Unrelated to the theme: 273
▪ Duplicated: 85
▪ EC not R: 7
▪ Case reports: 6
▪ Abstracts: 5
▪ Retrospective: 4
▪ Systematic review: 1
▪ Studies in animals: 1

Identified studies n = 386
Screening
Studies n = 386
Eligibility

Complete texts evaluated n = 4

Inclusion

Randomized clinical trials included

▶ Fig. 1 Literature search flow chart.

▶ Table 1 Characteristics of the included studies.
Study

Country

Centers (n)

Population (n)

Intervention (n) CO 2

Comparison (n) air

enteroscopy

enteroscopy

Domagk, 2007

Germany/Norway

2

112

54 (DBE)

58 (DBE)

Hirai, 2011

Japan

1

40

20 (DBE)

20 (DBE)

Lenz, 2014

Germany/Italy

4

107

52 (SBE)

55 (SBE)

Li, 2014

China

1

214

106 (SBE)

108 (SBE)

anterograde propofol sedation dosage [8, 9], anterograde pethidine sedation dosage [8, 14], pre-procedure oxygen saturation (SaO2) [13, 14], and post-procedure oxygen saturation
[13, 14]. Other outcomes such as abdominal distention, procedure time, and abdominal circumference were not included in
the analysis because they were measured with different scales,
preventing the statistical analysis (abdominal distention in 2
RCTs [13, 14]) or were measured in only 1 article (procedure
time [9] and abdominal circumference [14]).

Risk of study bias
There is no description of the method used for patient randomization in 1 RCT [13], while the randomization was described
in 3 RCTs [8, 9, 14]; however, the allocation was not clearly informed in 2 RCTs [8, 9]. Regarding the blinding, all RCTs were
double blind, and only 1 RCT [8] does not provide the description of the blinding. There were losses after the randomization
of patients in the same RCT [8], and for the construction of the
present systematic revision, only the intention-to-treat analysis
was used. Another point of possible bias is the intubation technique of the studies. DBE was used by 2 RCTs [8, 13], while the
single-balloon enteroscopy was used by another 2 RCTs [9, 14].
The risk of bias was evaluated through the Jadad score [15],
which is a quality evaluation tool for RCTs. All selected studies
received 3 points, which was the limit of adequacy for inclusion
in the systematic revision (▶ Fig. 2).

Results of individual studies
All 4 RCTs totaled 442 patients included for meta-analysis. All
patients were submitted to diagnostic enteroscopy. For the intubation depth, data of 1 RCT [8] were not included because of
the absence of the standard deviation of the data provided.
Data about pain can be extracted from all trials, but in one of
them [13] does not provide the mean and standard deviation.
For the other outcomes, the data were grouped and analyzed
according to the availability of them in each study, such as
anterograde sedation dosage of propofol and pethidine and
post-procedure oxygen saturation.

Result synthesis
All results were quantitative, and not all studies were included
for each outcome due to the absence of important data for the
analysis.

Primary outcome
The meta-analysis evaluated using a fixed effect model determined that the general intubation depth was greater in the
C0 2 insuffulation group, but the results showed high heterogeneity. Employing the random effect and matching the weights
of each study, one can note that there was no significant difference between the groups (95 % IC, 48.52 [−37.64, 134.69], P =
0.27, I2: 87 %) ( ▶ Fig. 3). The high heterogeneity found in the
meta-analysis was considered real because no outlier study
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Study

Randomization

Allocation

Domagk, 2007

Randomization in block
(block of 6 patients)

Undescribed

Blinding

Losses

Jadad score

Hirai, 2011

Randomized in CO2 or air
groups

Sealed envelopes

Double-blind

0

3

Lenz, 2014

Randomization in block
by software

Undescribed

Double-blind

0

3

Li, 2014

Randomization in block
by software

Sealed envelopes

Double-blind

0

5

Double-blind
Double-blind
without description without description

3

▶ Fig. 2 Methodological quality analysis – Jadad scale.

Air
SD Total

Weight

Mean diﬀerence
IV, random, 95 % CI

255.3 183.4
20
321
87
34
375.6 108.7 108

23.3 %
36.9 %
39.8 %

-39.30 [-158.03, 79.43]
27.00 [-21.66, 75.66]
119.80 [90.41, 149.19]

Total (95 % CI)
154
162 100 %
Heterogeneity: Tau2 = 4626.82; Chi2 = 14.84, df = 2 (P = 0.0006); I2 = 87 %
Test for overall eﬀect: Z = 1.10 (P = 0.27)

48.52 [-37.64, 134.69]

Study or subgroup Mean
Hirai 2011
Lenz 2014
Li 2014

CO2
SD Total

216 199.4
20
348
105
28
495.4 110.6 106

Mean

Mean diﬀerence
IV, random, 95 % CI

–500

–250
0
250
500
Favors [Ar] Favors [CO2]

▶ Fig. 3 General intubation depth – random effect.

Air
SD Total

Weight

Mean diﬀerence
IV, random, 95 % CI

321
87
34
375.6 108.7 108

47.7 %
52.3 %

27.00 [-21.66, 75.66]
119.80 [90.41, 149.19]

Total (95 % CI)
134
142 100 %
Heterogeneity: Tau2 = 3885.33; Chi2 = 10.24, df = 1 (P = 0.0001); I2 = 90 %
Test for overall eﬀect: Z = 1.63 (P = 0.10)

75.51 [-15.34, 166.36]

Study or subgroup Mean
Lenz 2014
Li 2014

CO2
SD Total

348
105
28
495.4 110.6 106

Mean

Mean diﬀerence
IV, random, 95 % CI

–200 –100 0 100 200
Favors [Ar] Favors [CO2]

▶ Fig. 4 Intubation depth using SBE – random effect.

was identified, and then the random effect analysis was used
after the sensitivity analysis.
Analyzing the subgroup that employed the single-balloon
enteroscopy (SBE), there was no significant difference in the intubation depth between the groups that used CO 2 or ambient
air (95 % IC, 75.51 [−15.34, 166.36], p = 0.10, I 2: 90 %), as shown
in ▶ Fig. 4.
For the subgroup that employed DBE, only 1 RCT [9] provides sufficient data for the meta-analysis, considering the intubation depth outcome, and it also does not show a significant
difference between the groups (95 % IC, 27.00 [−21.66, 75.66],
P = 0.28, I 2: not applicable). ▶ Fig. 5 illustrates the analysis.
The anterograde (95 % IC, 51.56 [−16.53, 119.65], P = 0.14,
I 2: 94 %) and retrograde (95 % IC, 31.88 [−77.48, 141.23], P =

E640

0.57, I 2: 97 %) intubation depths were larger in the CO 2 insufflation group in relation to the ambient air insufflation, but without statistical difference, using the random model in both analyses. The forest plots are found in ▶ Fig. 6 and ▶ Fig.7.

Secondary outcomes
The pain outcome was evaluated through the visual scale for
pain in all clinical trials, but one of the studies [13] only provided quantitative data, which was not included in this meta-analysis. Therefore, the possible meta-analysis outcomes were pain
1 hour, 3 hours, 6 hours after enteroscopy. CO 2 insufflation was
favorable to a lower presence of pain 1 hour after enteroscopy
when compared to the insufflation of ambient air (95 % IC,
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Study or subgroup Mean

CO2
SD Total

Lenz 2014

105

348

28

Mean
321

Air
SD Total
87

Total (95 % CI)
28
Heterogeneity: not applicable
Test for overall eﬀect: Z = 1.09 (P = 0.28)

Weight

Mean diﬀerence
IV, random, 95 % CI

34

100 %

27.00 [-21.66, 75.66]

34

100 %

27.00 [-21.66, 75.66]

Mean diﬀerence
IV, ﬁxed, 95 % CI

–100 –50 0
50 100
Favors [CO2] Favors [Ar]

▶ Fig. 5 Intubation depth using DBE.

Study or subgroup Mean

CO2
SD Total

Mean

Air
SD Total

Weight

Mean diﬀerence
IV, random, 95 % CI

Lenz 2014
Li 2014

80.3
48
64.2 106

238
238.3

55.2
50
68.6 108

48.8 %
51.2 %

16.00 [-11.39, 43.39]
85.50 [67.70, 103.30]

Total (95 % CI)
154
158 100 %
Heterogeneity: Tau2 = 2276.26; Chi2 = 17.39, df = 1 (P < 0.0001); I2 = 94 %
Test for overall eﬀect: Z = 1.48 (P = 0.14)

51.56 [-16.53, 119.65]

254
323.8

Mean diﬀerence
IV, random, 95 % CI

–200

–100
0
100
200
Favors [Ar] Favors [CO2]

▶ Fig. 6 Anterograde intubation depth – random effect.

Study or subgroup Mean

CO2
SD Total

Mean

Air
SD Total

Weight

Mean diﬀerence
IV, random, 95 % CI

Lenz 2014
Li 2014

67.1
32
74.2 106

110.3
174.7

68.4
39
62.1 108

49.3 %
50.7 %

24.70 [-56.34, 6.94]
86.90 [68.55, 105.25]

Total (95 % CI)
138
147 100 %
Heterogeneity: Tau2 = 6053.12; Chi2 = 35.76, df = 1 (P < 0.00001); I2 = 97 %
Test for overall eﬀect: Z = 1.10 (P = 0.27)

31.88 [-77.48, 141.23]

85.6
261.6

Mean diﬀerence
IV, random, 95 % CI

–500

–250
0
250
Favors [Ar] Favors [CO2]

500

▶ Fig. 7 Retrograde intubation depth – random effect.

−2.49 [−4.72, −0.26], P = 0.03, I 2: 20 %), with low heterogeneity
and using the fixed model, as shown in ▶ Fig. 8.
For pain 3 hours and 6 hours after enteroscopy, only 2 RCTs
[8, 14] provided analyzable data. There was less pain 3 hours
after enteroscopy in the group that used CO 2, with significant
difference (95 % IC, −3.05 [−5.92, −0.18], P = 0.04, I 2: 0 %). After
6 hours, there was no difference in relation to pain between the
groups (95 % IC, −1.08 [−3.24, 1.08], P = 0.33, I2: 0 %). The
graphs are found in ▶ Fig. 9 and ▶ Fig. 10.
Another analyzed outcome was related to the use of sedation during enteroscopy execution. For the anterograde enteroscopy, the use of propofol was lower in the CO 2 insufflation
group compared to the air use group, with significant difference (95 % IC, −67.68 [−115.53, −19.84], P = 0.006, I 2: 0 %) and
using the fixed model, as illustrated in ▶ Fig. 11.
Considering the use of pethidine, there was no observable
difference in its dosage in the anterograde enteroscopy procedures that used CO2 in relation to ambient air (95 % IC, −1.84
[−7.99, 4.31], P = 0.56, I 2: 51 %), using the random effect in the

meta-analysis, because the other study [8] had a standard deviation equal to 0 in the used pethidine dosage; thus, the lower
decimal standard deviation close to zero was considered ( ▶ Fig.
12).
The last analyzed outcome was the oxygen saturation after
enteroscopy. The meta-analysis has not shown statistical difference between the CO2 and air groups after enteroscopy (95 %
IC, 0.25 [−0.12, 0.61], P = 0.18, I 2: 0 %), using the fixed effect
( ▶ Fig.13).

Discussion
In the context of the main objective, when comparing the use
of CO 2 as a gas of choice for enteroscopy insufflation in relation
to the use of traditional ambient air, the use of CO 2 during enteroscopy provides less discomfort after 1 hour and after 3
hours and requires less use of sedation with propofol, but it
does not show differences in the depth of intestinal intubation
(even when compared to similar enteroscopy techniques) and
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Study or subgroup Mean

CO2
SD Total

Mean

Air
SD Total

Weight

Mean diﬀerence
IV, ﬁxed, 95 % CI

Domagk 2007
Lenz 2014
Li 2014

3.6
54
9.1
32
15.2 106

5.9
8.9
3

10.8
58
17
39
15.3 108

57.4 %
12.9 %
29.7 %

-3.10 [-6.04, -0.16]
-5.5 [-11.70, 0.70]
0.00 [-4.09, 4.09]

205

100 %

-2.49 [-4.72, -0.26]

2.8
3.4
3

Total (95 % CI)
192
Heterogeneity: Chi2 = 2.50, df = 2 (P = 0.29); I2 = 20 %
Test for overall eﬀect: Z = 2.19 (P = 0.03)

Mean diﬀerence
IV, ﬁxed, 95 % CI

–10

–5
0
5
Favors [CO2] Favors [Ar]

10

▶ Fig. 8 Pain 1 hour after enteroscopy – fixed effect.

Study or subgroup Mean

CO2
SD Total

Mean

Air
SD Total

Weight

Mean diﬀerence
IV, ﬁxed, 95 % CI

Domagk 2007
Li 2014

5.5
54
20.4 106

6.7
5

11.2
58
25.9 108

78.8 %
21.2 %

-3.60 [-6.83, -0.37]
-1.00 [-7.24, 5.24]

166

100 %

-3.05 [-5.92, -0.18]

3.1
4

Total (95 % CI)
160
Heterogeneity: Chi2 = 0.53, df = 1 (P = 0.47); I2 = 0 %
Test for overall eﬀect: Z = 2.08 (P = 0.04)

Mean diﬀerence
IV, ﬁxed, 95 % CI

–10

–5
0
5
Favors [CO2] Favors [Ar]

10

▶ Fig. 9 Pain 3 hours after enteroscopy – fixed effect.

Study or subgroup
Domagk 2007
Li 2014

Mean

CO2
SD Total

3.5 5.2
54
3 15.2 106

Air
SD Total

Weight

Mean diﬀerence
IV, ﬁxed, 95 % CI

5 8.3
58
3 15.3 108

72.0 %
28.0 %

-1.50 [-4.05, 1.05]
0.00 [-4.09, 4.09]

100 %

-1.08 [-3.24, 1.08]

Mean

Total (95 % CI)
160
Heterogeneity: Chi2 = 0.37, df = 1 (P = 0.54); I2 = 0 %
Test for overall eﬀect: Z = 0.98 (P = 0.33)

166

Mean diﬀerence
IV, ﬁxed, 95 % CI

–4 –2
0
2
4
Favors [CO2] Favors [Ar]

▶ Fig. 10 Pain 6 hours after enteroscopy – fixed effect.

Study or subgroup Mean
Domagk 2007
Lenz 2014

CO2
SD Total

290
99
254.4 164.47

36
48

Mean

Air
SD Total

380
176
298.4 182.29

Total (95% CI)
84
Heterogeneity: Chi2 = 0.89, df = 1 (P = 0.35); I2 = 0 %
Test for overall eﬀect: Z = 2.77 (P = 0.006)

Weight

Mean diﬀerence
IV, ﬁxed, 95 % CI

35
50

51.5 % -90.00 [-156.68, -23.32]
48.5 % -44.00 [-112.69, 24.69]

85

100 % -67.68 [-115.53, -19.84]

Mean diﬀerence
IV, ﬁxed, 95 % CI

–200

–100
0
100
Favors [CO2] Favors [Ar]

200

▶ Fig. 11 Anterograde sedation dosage of propofol – fixed effect.
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Weight

Mean diﬀerence
IV, random, 95 % CI

74.5 %
25.5 %

0.00 [-0.04, 0.04]
-7.20 [-17.08, 2.68]

Total (95 % CI)
98
85 100 %
Heterogeneity: Tau2 = 13.22; Chi2 = 2.04, df = 1 (P = 0.15); I2 = 51 %
Test for overall eﬀect: Z = 0.59 (P = 0.56)

-1.84 [-7.99, 4.31]

Study or subgroup
Domagk 2007
Lenz 2014

Mean

CO2
SD Total

50
0.1
19.8 24.71

50
48

Mean

Air
SD Total

50
0.1
27 25.17

35
50

Mean diﬀerence
IV, random, 95 % CI

–200

–100
0
100
Favors [CO2] Favors [Ar]

200

▶ Fig. 12 Anterograde sedation dosage of pethidine – random effect.

Study or subgroup
Hirai 2011
Li 2014

Mean
96.6
97.3

CO2
SD Total
1.6
1.5

20
106

Mean
96.7
97

Total (95 % CI)
126
Heterogeneity: Chi2 = 0.54, df = 1 (P = 0.46); I2 = 0 %
Test for overall eﬀect: Z = 1.34 (P = 0.18)

Air
SD Total

Weight

Mean diﬀerence
IV, ﬁxed, 95 % CI

1.6
1.4

20
108

13.3 %
86.7 %

-0.10 [-1.09, -0.89]
0.30 [-0.09, 0.69]

128

100 %

0.25 [-0.12, 0.61]

Mean diﬀerence
IV, ﬁxed, 95 % CI

–2

–1
0
1
Favors [CO2] Favors [Ar]

2

▶ Fig. 13 Oxygen saturation after enteroscopy – fixed effect.

in peripheral oxygen saturation indices when compared to the
use of ambient air.
For patients submitted to diagnostic enteroscopy, as well as
other endoscopic procedures, the use of gas for the distention
of the intestinal lumen is necessary, and traditionally ambient
air is employed for this purpose; however, the ambient air is
not well absorbed by the gastrointestinal tract, and it must be
removed to avoid abdominal distention and consequent discomfort and pain [2, 3, 16, 17]. Considering also the fact that
enteroscopy is a longer procedure (independent of the technique using single balloon or double balloon [1, 2]), CO2 as insufflation gas during enteroscopy is a strong prerogative for
potential benefits of its use due to its characteristics of rapid
absorption and diffusion.
The studies generally showed a low rate of complications
related to use of CO 2 or air for insufflation during enteroscopy.
For this reason, it is probably related to the type of enteroscopic
technique, anatomical or surgical alterations in the abdomen
and to the type of therapeutic procedure been performed –
for example: balloon trauma causing bleeding or perforation,
segmental enteritis after argon plasma coagulation, intestinal
necrosis after epinephrine injection. In procedures via the anterograde approach, pancreatitis is the most common and severe
complication [18].
The primary outcome of general intubation depth from this
systematic review was greater in the CO2 group with a statistically significant difference, but with high heterogeneity between the trials using a fixed model effect. By utilizing the random model in the meta-analysis, one can note that the hetero-

geneity remains high, but the weights of the studies are matched between them in the analysis, being more appropriate
from a statistical viewpoint and less prone to false interpretations. Thus, by using the analysis with random effect for the
general intubation depth, there is no statistical difference between the use of CO 2 and ambient air, even with preference to
a larger intubation depth by using CO 2.
One important point to be discussed is the pain outcome.
The data provided by the clinical trials of the present systematic
review allows for comparison for the 1, 3, and 6 hours after the
execution of the enteroscopy, although not all trials were included in the comparison of each outcome due to the lack of
data provided by them. We found significant difference with
lower abdominal pain in the CO 2 insufflation group 1 hour and
3 hours after the performance of the enteroscopy, when the
patient recovers from the sedation or anesthesia. This finding
is significant because lower admoninal discomfort is important
for improved recovery and patient satisfaction after the procedure. In clinical practice, patients who can benefit the most
from the use of CO 2 gas insufflation are those who have cardiovascular comorbidities, since the less pain caused by CO2 would
not overload the cardiac vascular system. Other groups with
great benefit potential are patients with previous abdominal
surgery or documented histories of intra-abdominal adhesions,
due to the high rate of CO2 absorption causing less abdominal
discomfort. On the other hand, there is still insufficient data on
the actual respiratory effects that CO 2 can cause in patients
with severe chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.
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Regarding the use of sedation, there was statistical difference in relation to the use of lower dosages of propofol for sedation of anterograde enteroscopy, although there was no difference in the use of pethidine, confirming the fact that CO 2
causes lower discomfort and pain by requiring a lower propofol
dosage during the execution of enteroscopy.
There was no difference in the oxygen saturation levels after
the procedure between the CO2 and ambient air groups, and
this is an important point that strengthens the security of the
use of CO 2 for long procedures and causes no negative impacts
from the cardiopulmonary and acid-base viewpoints.
It is noteworthy that a systematic review with meta-analysis
was performed in 2016 [5], where the depth of intubation, abdominal pain, and CO 2 retention were analyzed, not all other
outcomes or subgroups that the present review was able to list
and analyze.

Limitations
Some limitations were identified in the present revision. An important initial limiting factor was the small quantity of RCTs
available in the literature, with the consequent restricted
amount of data. Besides that, there were divergences in the
scales used to measure the outcomes (e. g., in 1 RCT [13]),
which measured pain using the visual analog scale but grouped
the patients in groups of low/moderate and severe pain providing absolute numbers, making impossible the meta-analysis of
the data provided.
Important outcomes, such as procedure time, diagnostic
yield, blood levels of gases, and abdominal distention were singly evaluated in individual studies and therefore were not subjected to comparison.

Conclusion
In conclusion, the use of CO2 in enteroscopy provides less abdominal discomfort with less use of sedation using propofol in
relation to the insufflation with ambient air. These conclusions
are of great importance for routine clinical use of CO2 as the gas
of choice for insufflation in enteroscopy diagnostic procedures.
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